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Day 1 Multiple Choice Questions 10 Points Part A and B-1 Practice Home: Answer all questions on this day before stopping. 1. Two closely related bird species live in the same tree. Species A feeds on 1. What particle is charged negatively? ants and termites, while species B feeds on caterpillars. The two species successfully co-exist (1) electron (3) because (4) proton (2) neutrons (1) each occupie a different niche 2. A malleable and good heat conductive
element and (2) crisscrossed electricity could have an atomic number of (3) use different breeding methods (1) 16 (4) birds competing for food (3) 29 (2) 18 (4) 35 2. A human liver cell is very different in structure and function of a nerve cell in 3. The chemical bond in sodium phosphate, Na3PO4, is classified as the same person. This is best explained by the fact that (1) ion, only (2) metallic, only (1) different genes work in each cell type (3) both covalent and ion (2)
liver cells can reproduce while Nerve cells cannot (4) covalent and metal liver cells (3) contain fewer chromosomes than nerve cells (4) than different DNA is present in each cell type 4. At 65 C, what compound has a vapour pressure of 58 kilopascales? or (1) ethanolic acid (3) propane 3. The organizational levels for structure and function in the human body from (2) ethanol (4) less complex to more complex water are 5. What compound is a saturated
hydrocarbon? (1) organ systems of cell tissues (1) Propanal (3) propene (2) organ cells tissue systems (2) propane (4) propyne (3) tissue organ cell systems (4) organ tissue cells organ systems 6. A beta particle can spontaneously emit from (1) a soil state atom (2) a stable nucleus n reaches the load capacity of its habitat, 4. After a population of rabbits (3) a population of excited rabbit electrons most likely (4) an unstable nucleus (1) decrease, only (2) increase,
only 7. The compound C2H4 and C4H8 have the same (3) increase and decrease alternative (1) freezing point at standard temperature (4) remain unchanged (2) boiling point at standard temperature (3) molecular formula (4) empirical formula 5. Much of the carbon dioxide produced by green plants is not excreted as a metabolic residue because (1) it can be used for photosynthesis (2) is too large to pass through cell membranes (3) is necessary for cellular
respiration (4) can be used for the synthesis of Copyright © 2014 E3 Scholastic Publishing proteins. All rights reserved 1 day 1 continue. 6. What part of a molecule provides energy for life processes? 8. What particle diagram represents a mixture of elements and one (1) composed of chemical bonds of carbon atoms (3)? (2) oxygen atoms (4) inorganic nitrogen 7. To increase the chances of a successful organ transplant, the person receiving the organ must
receive special medications. The purpose of these medications is (1) to increase the immune response in the person receiving the transplant (2) decrease the immune response in the person receiving the transplant (3) decrease mutations in the person receiving the transplant (4) increase mutations in the person receiving the transplant 8. Competition between two species occurs when (1) mold grows in a tree that has fallen into the forest (2) squirrels and squirrels
eat sunflower seeds in a garden (3) a crow feeds on the remains of a dead rabbit on the road (4) a lion's stem, kills and eats an antelope 9. In order to reduce consumption of non-renewable resources, humans could (1) burn coal to heat homes instead of using oil (2) solar-radiation domestic water (3) increase industrialization (4) use a barbecue natural gas grill instead of using charcoal 9. What is the total amount of heat absorbed per 100.0 grams of water or
when the water temperature is increased from 30.0 C to 45 C (1) 418 J n factors listed below. 10. Four surroundings (3) (3) 500 J (2) 6270 J A. energy (4) 18 000 J B. water C. oxygen D. minerals What factors limit environmental transport capacity in a terrestrial ecosystem? (1) A, only (3) A, C and D, only (2) B, C and D, only (4) A, B, C and D Day 1 Stop. Check your answers and note how many Correct Points 2 Day 1 Multiple Choice Questions 10 Answer Points
and Explanations 1. 1 Each of the two species feeds on different insects in the same habitat (tree), therefore two species are not in 1) 1 Note: The key phrase in this question is negatively charged competition. Remember: Electrons are negatively charged particles Not in competition, different niches (functions) in a habitat. 2) 3 Remember: Malleability and good conductor are physical properties of metals. Relate: Element 29, Copper, is a metal 2. 1 The word gene
in option 1 best describes why the two cells 3) 3 Note: Sodium phosphate (Na 3PO 4) is an ion compound with different functions and structures. three different elements. Remember: Ion compounds with 3 or more elements always contain an A gene is a unit of inheritance that contains instructions (ion bond codes and genetic covalents) to build and maintain cells to perform certain functions. 4) 2 Remember: The pressure-temperature ratio of the steam is in
Table H Use Reference Table H to determine the response. One cell is different from another because each cell type contains a unique set of genes (or instructions). 5) 2 Remember: Saturated hydrocarbons are alcans. Relate: Propane (with –ane final name) is an alcano. 3. 4 C-TOS cell – less complex 6) 4 Remember: In nuclear radioactivity, ONLY unstable nuclei spontaneously disintegrate the tissue by emitting a beta particle, alpha or positron particle. Organ
7) 4 Note: Both C2H4 and C4H8 can be reduced (by Greatest Factor of 2) System – the most complex to empirical formula of CH 2 8) 4 Recall: One element is composed of one or more of the same atom. 4. 3 The population homeostasis (stability) of any organism is a compound composed of two or more different atoms. alternate increase and decrease in note: Diagram 4 shows a mixture of the two. number of organisms in the ecosystem. 9) 2 Remember: heat
equations (q) receive periodic increase from Table T is due to birth. Note: This heat question involves changing the temperature. Periodic decline is due to death. Choose the correct heat equation, q to mC T to configure and resolve Configure: q a m x C x T Population homeostasis is required for survival Resolve: q á (100) (4.18) (15) to 6270 J of rabbit species (or any). 10) 1 Remember: Table Q gives the general formula for alquins, C nH 2n-2 1 Carbon dioxide,
CO 2, is necessary for photosynthesis. Determine which of the options fits this general formula Note: C 2H 2 is the correct formula of alquino b/c there are atoms of 2 C, 6H 12O 6 + O 2 (photosynthesis) CO 2 + H 2O + energy and atoms of 2 H is twice the atoms C C 2. (2(2) – 2) CO2 produced by plants in other life processes can be recycled and reused in photosynthesis. Copyright 2014 © E3 Scholastic Publishing. All rights reserved 3 Day 1 Multiple Choice
Questions 10 Points Answers and Explanations 6. 3 Chemical bonds hold the atoms of molecules together. Potential energy is stored in chemical bonds of molecules. Energy is released for life processes when these bonds are broken. 7. 2 Transplant: put foreign organ in the organ recipient. Foreign organs trigger the immune response in organ receptors. Specialized medications decrease the immune response (or decrease the likelihood of rejection) and increase
the likelihood of a successful transplant. Option 1 is incorrect because an increase in immune response means increasing the likelihood of rejection. Options 3 and 4 are incorrect because mutations have nothing to do with organ transplants. 8. 2 Competition occurs when different species in the same habitat attempt to use the same resources for survival. Only option 2 indicates different species (squirrels and squirrels) using the same resource (sunflower seeds)
in the same habitat (garden). 9. 2 One way to reduce consumption of non-renewable resources is to use renewable resources for the same purpose. Solar (sun) is a renewable resource that can be used as a source of heat rather than burning oil, coal and natural gases (non-renewable resources). 10. 4 The four factors are necessary for species survival, and all four can be depleted if the species population becomes too large in the terrestrial ecosystem.
Therefore, transport capacity in a terrestrial ecosystem depends on the four factors. 4 Day 2 Multiple Choice Questions 10 Points with Charts, Tables and Home Diagrams: Answer all questions on this day before stopping. 1. In the following diagram, what does X most likely represent? Two potassium isotopes are K-37 and K-42. 1. What is the total number of neutrons in the nucleus of a K-37 atom? [1] 2. How many valence electrons are in a K-42 atom in the
ground state? [1] 3. Explain, in terms of subatomic particles, why K-37 and K-42 are (3) decomposers (1) autotropic potassium isotopes? [1] (2) herbivores (4) carnivores 2. The following illustration shows an insect resting on some green leaves. The size, shape and green color of this insect are adaptations that would probably help the insect to. (1) Successfully compete with all birds (2) make their own food (3) hide from predators (4) avoid toxic waste materials 4.
What is the heat of the reaction for the reaction to [1] ____ KJ 3. What cell structure contains the information needed for protein synthesis? 5. What is the activation energy for forward reaction with the catalyst? [1] _____KJ 6. Explain, in terms of the function of a catalyst, why are the curves in the potential energy diagram for catalyzed and uncaught reactions different? [1] Copyright © 201 E3 E3 Publishing. All rights reserved 7 Day 2 Continue. 4. The following
diagram represents a biochemical process. What molecule does X represent? Aluminum is one of the most abundant metals in the Earth's crust. The aluminium compound found in bauxite ore is Al2O3. More than a hundred years ago, it was difficult and expensive to isolate aluminum from bauxite ore. In 1886, a sister-brother team, Charles and Julia Hall, discovered that molten cryolite ( melted), Na3AlF6, would dissolve bauxite ore. The electrolysis of the
resulting mixture caused the aluminum ions in the Al2O3 to be reduced to molten aluminum metal. This less expensive process is known as the Hall process. (1) DNA (3) protein (2) starch (4) ATP 7. Enter the oxidation status of each of the cryolite elements. [1] 5. Which statement best explains the change shown in the following diagram? 8. Type a balance semi-reaction equation for reducing 3+ Al to Al . [1] 9. Explain, in terms of ions, why molten cryolite conducts
electricity. [1] (1) Gene expression in an organism may be modified by interactions with the environment. (2) Certain rabbits produce mutations that affect genes in specific areas of the 10. Explain, in terms of electrical energy, how the functioning of a voltaic body. cell differs from the operation of an electrolytic cell used in Hall (3) Gene classification and recombination can be influenced by a very cold process. Include both the voltaic cell and the electrolyte cell in
your temperatures. Response. [1] (4) Molecular disposition in existing proteins may be altered by environmental factors. . 6. What graph represents a population that grew and remains in the load capacity of its ecosystem? 8 Day 2 Continue. 7. The following diagram represents a common laboratory technique in molecular genetics. A common use of this technology is the (1) production of a human embryo to help women who cannot have children (2) switch from
single-celled organisms to multicellular organisms (3) introduction of a toxic substance to kill bacterial cells (4) hormone or enzyme production to replace missing human body chemicals Base their answers to questions 8 and 9 in the diagram below , which represents stages in the digestion of a starch, and in its knowledge of biology. 8. Products will most likely contain (1) simple sugars (3) amino acids (2) fats (4) minerals 9. The structure labeled X most likely
represents (1) an antibody (3) an enzyme (2) a receptor molecule (4) a hormone Copyright © 201 E3 Scholastic Publishing. All rights reserved 9 Day 2 Continue. 10. The arrows in the diagram illustrate the processes in the life of a species that reproduces sexually. What processes directly result in the formation of cells with half the amount of genetic material that is characteristic of the species? (1) 1 and 2 (3) 3 and 4 (2) 2 and 3 (4) 4 and 5 Day 2 Stop. Check
your answers and take note of how 10 Day 2 Answers and Explanations 1. 3 In the food chain diagram shown, X derives its energy from producers (green plants) and consumers (animals). Of all the organisms listed, only decomposers ( X ) derive their energy from decaying plants and animal tissues. When the decomposed ones died they left minerals in the soil. Producers then use these minerals to grow and start the food chain cycle again. 2. 3 In the diagram
shown, the insect is mixed (camouflaged) with the patterns on the leaves. Camouflaged - hide by adapting features such as shape, size and colors that allow mixing with your surroundings, the insect can hide and go unnoticed by predators. (option 3) These adaptation characteristics are not required for any of the other three insect behaviors listed in options 1.2 and 4. 3. 2 Protein synthesis occurs in cell ribosomes (2) Structure 1 is nucleolue (contains
chromosome) Structure 3 is vacuole (stores nutritious materials) Structure 4 is cell wall (protects cell) 4. 4 Cell respiration C 6H 12O 6 + O 2 CO 2 + H 2O + ATP glucose oxygen residue PRODUCTS X energy 5. 1 The obvious thing about this diagram is the change in color of the rabbit's skin from white to black where the ice pack was placed. Characteristics (such as eye color, skin color, skin color) of an individual are the results of gene expressions.
Environmental factors such as temperature change (ice pack) can alter the gene expression, thus changing the characteristics (white to black skin) of an individual. Copyright © 201 E3 Scholastic Publishing. All rights reserved 11 Day 2 Answers and Explanations 6. 4 The key information in this question is that the population grew and kept. Only the chart in option 4 shows a rapid increase in population (growth) and leveling (maintains) to a certain population size
(transport capacity). 7. 4 The process depicted in the diagram is known as recombinant DNA. In recombinant DNA processes, part of a DNA moves from the donor (human) cell to the receiving cell (bacteria). This process will allow the bacterial cell to quickly produce chemicals (hormones or enzymes) that the DNA section is coded to produce. 8. 1 In the diagram, the products are smaller units of starch. Starches are complex carbohydrates, which are made up of
smaller, simpler sugar molecules. 9. 3 In the diagram, substance X does not change during chemical decomposition of starch. Substances that are not modified during processes are called enzymes (biological catalysts). X is an enzyme because it hasn't changed 10. 1 Egg cell (produced by process 1) and sperm (produced by process 2) each contains half of an individual's genetic materials as a result of meiosis. 12 Day 3: Short Answer Questions 10 Points Part
B-2, C and D Practice Start: Answer all questions about this previous day 1. Acetylcholine is a chemical secreted at the ends of nerve cells. This chemical 1. Which element has the highest density in STP? helps send nerve signals through synapses (spaces between nerve cells). After (1) barium (3) magnesium signal passes through a synapse, an enzyme breaks down acetylcholine. (2) Beryllium LSD (4) is a medicine that blocks the action of this enzyme.
Describe a possible effect of LSD on the action of Acetylcholine. [1] 2. A sample of 1.0 moles of krypton gas has a mass of The standard pressure is equal to (3) 273 atm (1) 1 atm 2. Mice store only a small amount of the energy they get from the plants they eat. (4) 273 kPa (2) 1 kPa Indicate what could happen with some of the remaining energy they get from plants. [1] 4. According to kinetic molecular theory, molecules in a Indicate a reason why most foods
should be digested before they can enter a cell. [1] (4) are tightly packed in a regular repeat pattern
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Cell A shown below is a typical red onion cell in water on a slide seen with a (4) total number of bonds per composite light microscope molecule. 6. In formula X2O, the X symbol could represent an element in Group (1) 1 (3) 15 (2) 2 (4) 18 7. Molarity is defined as Drawing a diagram of how cell A probably (1) litums of solutes per kilogram of solvent care after salt water has been (2) solute moles per liter of solution added to the slide and label the cell membrane in
the diagram. [2] (3) mass of a solution (4) volume of solvent Copyright © 201 E3 Scholastic Publishing. All rights reserved 13 Day 3 Continue. Base your answers to questions 5 and 6 on the information and data table below and on your biology knowledge. 8. The following diagram depicts the bright line spectra of four elements One student cut three identical slices of a potato. It determined the mass and a bright line spectrum produced by a mixture of two of these
elements. then placed them in labeled glasses and added a different slice each slice. She solves every glass. After 30 minutes, he removed each slice of potato from his solution, removed the excess liquid with a paper towel and determined the dough of each slice. the mass was calculated and the results are shown in the data table below. What two elements are in this mix? (1) barium and hydrogen (3) helium and hydrogen (2) barium and lithium (4) helium and
lithium 5. Identify the process that is responsible for the mass change of each of the 9. What it shows, when dissolved in 1.0 liters of water, it produces three slices. [1] Solution with lowest freezing point? (1) 0.1 mol of C2H5OH
______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Explain why potato slice in beaker 1 increased in mass. [1] (1) dating geological formations (2) industrial measurements Base your answers to questions 7 through 9 on the diagram below and on your biology knowledge. The diagram shows the results of a technique used to analyze DNA. 7. This technique used to analyze DNA directly results in (1) synthesizing large dna fragments (2) separating DNA fragments based on size (3) producing genetically engineered
DNA molecules (4) eliminating larger DNA fragments from samples 8. This laboratory technique is known as (1) gel electrophoresis (2) DNA replication (3) protein synthesis (4) genetic recombination 9. Indicate a specific way in which the results of this laboratory technique could be used. [1]
______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
1 point According to the paragraph: Acetylcholine helps to carry nerve signals. A special enzyme is present to destroy Acetylcholine. LSD blocks the action of the enzyme that destroys Acetylcholine. Question: What is the indirect effect of LSD on the action of Acetylcholine Acceptable Answers include, but not limited to. The work of Acetylcholine would occur continuously. Nerve signals wouldn't go out. Cellular communication would not be interrupted. 2. 1-point
energy is needed for many living functions of living organisms. Acceptable responses include, but are not limited to: Much of the energy is lost as heat (during cellular breathing). Some of the energy is used by mice for the functions of life. 3. 1 point Nutrients in food are made up of large molecules. Digestion breaks down these large molecules into smaller ones, acceptable responses include, but are not limited to: Certain food are too large to pass through the cell
membrane. Only small molecules can pass through cell membranes. 16 Day 4 Multiple Choice Questions 10 Points Part A and B-1 Practice Start: Answer all questions about this before we stop. 1. In order to produce the first white marigold flower, growers began with lighter yellow flower marigold plants. After crossing them, these plants produced seeds, which were planted, and only offspring with very light yellow flowers were used to produce the next generation.
Repeating this process over many years, growers eventually produced a marigold flower that is considered the first white variety of their species. This procedure is known as (1) differentiation (3) gene insertion (2) cloning (4) selective reproduction 2. What structures are listed in order from least complex to most complex? (1) plant cell, leaf, chloroplast, rose (2) chloroplast, vegetable cell, leaf, rose (3) chloroplast, leaf, vegetable cell, rose (4) rose bushes, leaf,
vegetable cell, chloroplast 3. Viruses often infect bacteria and insert new genes into the genetic material of bacteria. When these infected bacteria reproduce asexually, what genes would likely be transmitted? (1) only the new genes (2) only the original genes (3) both the original and the new genes (4) not the original genes or the new 4 genes. German measles is a disease that can damage an embryo if the mother is infected in the early stages of pregnancy
because the virus that causes German measles is able to (1) be absorbed by the embryo of breast milk (2) being transported to the embryo in red blood cells (3) pass through the placenta (4) infect the eggs 5. The Florida panther, a member of the cat family, has a population of less than 100 individuals and has limited genetic variation. What inference based on this information is valid? (1) These animals will begin to evolve rapidly. (2) Over time, these animals will
be less likely to survive in a changing environment. (3) These animals are easily able to adapt to the environment. (4) Over time, these animals will be more likely to be resistant to the copyright of diseases © 201 E3 Scholastic Publishing. All rights reserved 19 Day 5 Multiple Choice Questions 10 Points with Charts, Tables and Diagrams Begin: Answer all questions on this day before stopping. 1. What is the mass number of a carbon atom containing six protons, 1.
The following diagram represents the levels of organization in living things. eight neutrons and six electrons? Which term would best represent X? (1) 6 (3) 14 (2) 8 (4) 20 2. An atom in the earth state has a stable valence electron configuration. This atom could be an atom of (1) Al (3) Na (2) Cl (4) Ne 3. What equation represents an exothermic reaction at 298 K? (1) N2(g) + O2(g) --------- &gt; (2) C(s) + O2(g) ---------- &gt; CO2(g) H 2O (3) KNO 3(s) --------- &gt; K+
(aq) (1) human (3) stomach (2) tissue H 2O (4) organelle (4) NH4Cl(s) -------- &gt; NH4 (aq) + Cl-(aq) + 2. What process is illustrated in the following diagram? 4. Compared to the freezing and boiling point of water at 1 1 a salt and water solution at 1 atmosphere has a (1) lower freezing point and a higher boiling point (2) lower freezing point and a lower boiling point (3) higher freezing point and a lower boiling point (4) a higher freezing point and a higher boiling
point 5. What word equation represents a neutralization reaction? (1) base + ---- acid &gt; salt + water (2) base + salt ---- &gt; water + acid (3) salt + ---- acid &gt; base + water (4) salt + ---- water &gt; acid + base (1) chromatography 6. Which particle has the highest mass? (2) direct collection (3) a neutron (1) an alpha particle (3) meiosis (4) a positron (2) a beta particle (4) genetic engineering Copyright © 201 E3 Scholastic Publishing. All rights reserved 25 Day 6
Short Answer Questions 10 points Part B-2, C and D Practice Home: Answer all questions on this day before stopping. 1. Many plants can affect the growth of other plants near them. This can occur when a plant produces a chemical that affects another plant. Design an experiment to determine whether a solution containing ground golden rod plants has an effect on the growth of rábano seedlings. In your experimental design be sure to: • indicate a hypothesis to
be tested [1] • describe how the experimental group will be treated differently from the control group [1] • explain why the number of seedlings used for the experiment should be large [1] • identify the type of data to be collected [1] • describe the experimental results that would support your hypothesis [1] Below is a chromatography setting. Identify a configuration error. [1]
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________©__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
1. After a hormone enters the bloodstream, it is transported throughout the body, but the hormone affects only certain cells. The reason only certain cells are affected is that the membranes of these cells have specific receptors (1) (3) antibodies (2) tissues (4) carbohydrates 2. Organisms that reproduce asexually transmit hereditary information such as (1) sequences of chains A, T, C and G (2) of complex amino acids (3) folded protein molecules (4) simple
inorganic sugars 3. In a group of fungi exposed to a poisonous chemical, only a few of the fungi survived. The best explanation for the resistance of the surviving fungi is that the resistance (1) was poisonous chemical fungi (2) resulting from the presence of mutations in fungi (3) were transferred through the food network to fungi (4) developed in response to poisonous chemical 4. The experiments revealed the following information about a certain molecule: — It
can be broken down into amino acids. — It can break down proteins into amino acids. — It is found in high concentrations in the small intestine of humans. This molecule is more likely (1) an enzyme (3) a hormone (2) an inorganic compound (4) an antigen 5. In 1859, a small colony of 24 rabbits was brought to Australia. In 1928 it was estimated that there were 500 million rabbits in a 1 million square mile section of Australia. What statement describes a condition
that probably contributed to the increase in the rabbit population? (1) Rabbits were affected by many limiting factors. (2) Rabbits reproduced by asexual reproduction. (3) Rabbits were unable to adapt to the environment. (4) Rabbits had no natural predators in Australia. Copyright © 201 E3 Scholastic Publishing. All rights reserved 37Day 8 Multiple Choice Questions with Charts, Tables and Diagrams10 PointsStart: Answer all questions on this day before stopping.
1Wr.epW(h1rie)chshAiencsnhntcacaataltdoteeounmbmsceelluniostswibmo?enostswtelayxspearmedspisrteeyscsttphraeecsreuellwtatiotifhontahsehdiengpledledled An atom consists of at least three types of subatomic particles (3) An electron has a positive charge and is located within the nucleus (4) An electron has wave and particle properties 2. Which atom has an atom with the greatest attraction in a chemical link? (1) As (3) N (2) Bi (4) P(((3231.)))
((W12PDD))rhNNCBoitcAArOeh2i2nicfsooipnsrrtmcroooudlmulsacpterhoedespefpfprrderosomedfnuDptcsrtNoiaotAenpiontohlfaaarbpt rsmiosotorpeblrieeoncd((dui43unbl)ecyt? NCehtdHehHeic4n3ecltelh.lel. (4) Cells make DNA by digesting proteins.4. In which sample is the mean kinetic energy of the particles higher?2. C((e12l))lu11l50a.. rmmcoLLmoomff uHHnCCiclla((aatiqqo))naaitts22i50lloouCstrated in th((e34))d11ia05g.. rmmamLL booeffloHHw22OO. ((ll))
at 35oC to 30oC 5. The system in nature tends to undergo changes towards (1) less energy and less disorder (2) less energy and more disorder (3) increased energy and less disorder (4) increased energy and more disorder 6. What is the equation of half a reaction that represents the reduction of a potassium ion? (1) K+ + e- ---- &gt; K (3) K+ --- &gt; K + e-Inf(o2r)mKation+caen- b-e--s--en&gt;t fKro+m (4) K ---- &gt; K++ e-(1) cell A to cell B because cell B is able
to recognize signal 1(2) cell A to cell B because cell A is able to recognize signal 2(3) cell B to cell A because cell A is able to recognize signal 1(4) cell B to the A because cell B is able to recognize signal 2 Copyright © 201 E3 Scholastic Scholastic All rights reserved 41 Day 9 Short Answer Questions 10 points Part B-2, C and D Practice Home: Answer all questions on this day before stopping. 1. Complete the following table identifying two cellular structures
involved in protein synthesis and indicating how each structure works in protein synthesis. [2] 2. The graphs below show the dissolved oxygen content, waste content and fish stocks in a lake between 1950 and 1970. The unbalanced equation below represents the breakdown of potassium chlorate. KClO3(s) ---- &gt; KCl(s) + O2 3. Balance the equation below using the smallest integer coefficients. [1] ____KClO 3(s) ---- &gt; ____ KCl(s) + ___ or 2 (g) 4. Determine
the number of chlorine oxidation in the reagent. [1] Indicate what happened to the amount of dissolved oxygen and the number of fish species as the amount of wastewater increased. [1]
______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________ When an organism 3. To prevent harm to the fetus, women should avoid tobacco, alcohol and, like the toothed bit, stop taking carbon and certain medications during pregnancy. Indicate a way that one of these amounts of C-14 present in the mammoth began to decrease. For example, substances could harm the fetus. [1] 1 a fossil of a woolly mammoth is found to have /32 of the amount of C-14 found in a living organism.
____________________________________________________________ Copyright © 201 E3 Scholastic Publishing. All rights reserved 49 Day 10 Multiple Choice Questions 10 Points Part A and B-1 Practice Home: Answer all questions on this day before stopping. 1. Which two systems are most directly involved in the supply of molecules needed for fat synthesis in human cells? (1) digestive and circulatory (2) excretor and digestive (3) immune and muscle (4)
reproductive and circulatory 2. The abiotic factors that characterize a forest ecosystem include (1) light and biodiversity (2) temperature and amount of water available (3) types of producers and decomposers (4) pH and number of heterotropics 3. The presence of some similar structures in all vertebrates suggests that these vertebrates (1) all develop at the same rate (2) evolved from different animals that appeared on Earth at the same time (3) all develop
internally and depend on nutrients supplied by the mother (4) may have an evolutionary ratio 4. What statement does not describe an example of a feedback mechanism that maintains homeostasis? (1) Protective cells close openings in the leaves, preventing excessive water loss from a plant. (2) White blood cells increase antigen production during an allergic reaction. (3) Increased physical physics increases heart rate in humans. (4) The pancreas releases
insulin, helping humans keep blood sugar levels stable. 5. All chemical decomposition processes in cells directly involve (1) catalyst-controlled reactions (2) enzymes that are stored in mitochondria (3) the production of catalysts in vacuoles (4) enzymes that have the same copyright © 201 E3 Scholastic Publishing genetic base sequence. All rights reserved 57 Day 11 Multiple Choice Questions 10 Points with Charts, Tables and Diagrams Begin: Answer all
questions on this day before stopping. 1. What phrase belongs to box X of the flowchart below? (1) Increased likelihood of cancer (2) Increased production of functional gametes (3) Decreased genetic variability of offspring (4) Decrease in the number of altered genes 2. What graph illustrates changes that indicate a dynamic equilibrium state in a mosquito population? 3. The following diagram shows a cell in the human body that envelops a bacterial cell. The cell
labeled X is probably a (1) red blood cell (3) liver cells (2) white blood cells (4) nerve cells 62 Day 16 Multiple Choice Questions 15 Points Part A and B-1 Practice Start: Answer all questions on this day before stopping 1. How much does an item identify? 1. Which human organ system is most directly involved in transporting (1) oxygen from the atomic number? (2) number of mass (1) digestive (3) excretor (3) total number of neutrons in an atom of the element (4)
total number of valence electrons in an atom of the nerve element (2) (4) circulatory 2. Which element has the highest density? 2. When brown tree snakes were accidentally introduced to the island of Guam, (1) calcium (3) chlorine had no natural predators. These snakes searched and ate many of the eggs (2) of carbon (4) copper of insect-eating birds. What probably happened after the introduction of brown tree snakes? 3. What equation does the preservation of
atoms show? (1) H 2 + O 2 ----- &gt; H 2O (1) The bird population increased. (2) H2 + O2 ------ &gt; 2H2O (2) The insect population increased. (3) 2H2 + O2 ---- &gt; 2H2O (3) The bird population began to look for a new food source. (4) 2H2 + 2O2 ---- &gt; 2H2O (4) The insect population began to look for a new food source. 4. A solid substance is an excellent conductor of electricity. 3. The immune system of humans can respond to chemicals on the surface of a
substance are mostly (1) ionic, because valence electrons are shared among the atoms that invade the body by (2) because valence electrons are mobile (1) releasing hormones that break down these metallic chemicals (3), because valence electrons are stationary (2) synthesizing antibodies that mark these organisms to be destroyed (4) metallic (4), because valence electrons are mobile (3) secreting antibiotics that join these organisms (4) by altering a DNA
sequence in these organisms 5. What barium salt is insoluble in water? (1) BaCO 3 (3) Ba(ClO 4) 2 4. What will happen m (4) Ba(NO3)2 (2) BaCl2 ost as a result of changes in the frequency of a gene in a particular population? 6. What substance is an Arrhenius acid? (1) ecological succession (3) H3PO4 (1) Ba(OH)2 (2) biological evolution (4) NaCl (2) CH3COOCH3 (3) global warming (4) resource depletion 7. What energy conversion occurs in a voltaic cell? (1)
chemical energy to electrical energy (2) chemical energy to nuclear energy 5. A scientist is planning to conduct an experiment on the effect of heat on (3) electrical energy on the chemical energy function of a given enzyme. What wouldn't be an appropriate first step? (4) nuclear power to electrical energy (1) research in a library (2) that has conversations with other scientists (3) by completing a table of data of expected results (4) using what is already known about
the copyright © 201 E3 Scholastic Publishing enzyme. All rights reserved 99 189 200 217 227 239 255 The Department of State Education / New York State University Chart for converting total scores from raw tests (scale scores) Raw scale raw scale Score score 85 100 56 27 27 49 84 84 98 55 5 777 26 47 83 97 54 76 25 46 82 87 53 75 24 44 81 96 52 75 23 43 80 95 51 74 22 42 79 94 50 73 21 4 78 78 93 49 72 20 39 77 93 48 71 19 37 76 92 47 71 18 35 75
91 46 70 17 34 74 90 45 69 16 32 73 90 44 44 68 15 30 72 89 43 67 14 29 71 88 42 66 13 7 70 88 41 65 12 25 69 87 40 64 11 23 68 86 39 63 10 21 67 86 38 38 62 9 19 66 85 37 61 8 17 65 84 36 60 7 15 64 83 35 59 6 13 63 83 34 57 5 5 11 62 82 33 56 4 9 961 81 32 55 3 7 60 80 31 54 2 5 59 80 30 53 1 2 58 79 51 0 0 57 78 28 50 263 Abiotic Glossary any condition not living in the environment of an organism (rock, pH, sunlight, affecting survival absorption,
the process by which such nutrients materials, water, gases, etc. cross the cell membrane and are taken into the rain rain of cellular acid that has a low pH (acid) that is harmful to the environment - caused by contamination active movement of transport of materials through a cell membrane from a low concentration area to a high concentration area; requires energy adaptation agencies to adapt to the changing environment by developing characteristics necessary
for the evolution of AIDS a disease resulting from contracting HIV (a virus) that destroys the photosynthetic aquatic algae organisms of the immune system; resembles the amino acids of plants protein building blocks; filtered through the kidneys, excess is excreted in the urine antibiotic a product which is usually injected that kills specific pathogens (penicillin, amoxicillin) antibody molecules that organisms produce to defend against pathogens; specific antigen a
protein located in a pathogen that stimulates the body to produce antibodies antibodies reproduction involves one parent; no variation; ATP body cells a substance produced by organisms to be used as energy B bacteria a parasitic single-celled organism that can cause disease biodiversity the number of different species in an ecosystem; the higher it is, the healthier the biome, a large area containing a specific climate with plants and biotech animals, any
procedure involving new inventions or techniques to promote science (cloning, selective breeding, gene splicing, stem cell replacement) biotic living parts in the environment of an organism (predators, prey, plants) body cells that undergo asexual reproduction with a specific result (skin cells, tissue cells) Copyright © 2018 Elas. All rights reserved 269 280 If you or your students decide to purchase our practice E3 Biology Regents Ready 2018 Use the following
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